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Abstract—Harnessing the full power of the paradigm-shifting

cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) hinges on solving
the problem of time synchronization between the radios during
the different stages of the cognitive radio cycle. The dynamic
network topology, the temporal and spatial variations in spec-
trum availability, and the distributed multi-hop architecture of
CRAHNs mandate novel solutions to achieve time synchroniza-
tion and efficiently support spectrum sensing, access, decision
and mobility. In this paper, we advance this research agenda by
proposing the novel Bio-inspired time SynChronization protocol
for CRAHNs (BSynC). The protocol draws on the spontaneous
firefly synchronization observed in parts of Southeast Asia.
The significance of BSynC lies in its capability of promoting
symmetric time synchronization between pairs of network nodes
independent of the network topology or a predefined sequence for
synchronization. It enables the nodes in CRAHNs to synchronize
in a decentralized manner efficiently, and is reliably. The findings
presented in the paper suggest that BSynC improves convergence
time, thereby favoring deployment in dynamic network scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) are promising
candidates for effective spectrum management in a system
comprising licensed primary users (PUs) and distributed un-
licensed secondary users (SUs). The secondary users com-
municate among themselves in a multi-hop way by oppor-
tunistically accessing spectrum holes (portions of the licensed
spectrum not been using by PUs for a period of time [1]).
However, leveraging the full potential of CRAHNs depends on
time synchronization (among SUs) during the different stages
of the dynamic spectrum management, such as spectrum sens-
ing, decision, sharing, and mobility [2]. Further, effective time
synchronization assists in overcoming the artifacts of wireless
channel, such as shadow fading that impedes user-cooperation,
and also in avoiding interfering with the PUs. The asyn-
chronous nature of the distributed SUs, especially in mobile
conditions where they move at different speeds and in different
directions, makes time and frequency synchronization very
challenging [3], [4]. Distributed SUs will have different values
for transmission times, sample frequency and carrier frequency
inducing offsets in transmission times and sample frequencies

in non-coherent communication systems, and divergent car-
rier frequencies in the case of coherent communications. In
this paper, the novel Bio-inspired SynChronization (BSynC)
protocol (based on the Mirollo-Strogatz model of firefly syn-
chronization from [5])has been proposed for CRAHNs, mainly
aimed at mitigating the effects of the aforementioned issues.
BSynC synchronizes pairs of nodes “on the fly” and, when
compared to one of the popular synchronization protocols
for wireless ad hoc networks, the timing-sync protocol in
sensor network (TPSN) [6], it outperforms that traditional
sender-receiver based synchronization in terms of the speed
of achieving network-wide synchronization, and resiliency to
link disruptions owing to node mobility.

II. RELATED WORK

The state-of-the-art in network-wide time synchronization
is based on identifying a common global time reference in the
network. Solutions to time synchronization in decentralized
wireless networks, such as sensor networks and mobile ad
hoc networks, have been studied by the authors of [7] (and the
references within). In general, perfect time synchronization in
massively distributed systems is a complex issue and difficult
to solve [8], and most of these solutions cannot be directly
applied to CRAHNs due to channel handoffs and their self-
adaptive features. With this in mind, we briefly review previous
work, which are most closely related to our proposed protocol.
To the best of our knowledge, cognitive radio (CR)-Sync is the
only synchronization protocol designed to take into account
cognitive radio networks characteristics [4]. It synchronizes
the network by creating a tree structure and establishing levels
for each node. The synchronization occurs by peers. However,
CR-Sync fails when the root node fails. Further, no analyzes
could be found related to its use on mobile scenarios. CR-Sync
is based on the very popular TPSN [9] that also creates a tree
structure with several levels and carries out a procedure for
synchronization of time between a parent and its children. The
synchronization is typically achieved by exchanging periodic
messages containing a timestamp and a delay. TPSN has as
main disadvantage the fact that the higher the level of a node in



the tree, the clock offset relative to the root of the tree (a node
in possession of the global time reference) may also increase.
Since this protocol was designed to wireless sensor networks,
it does not take into account mobility aspects, not being self-
adaptation or fault tolerance priorities for the protocol.

Some researchers have observed that synchronicity is a
useful abstraction in many contexts and applications [10],
[11]. Also, few existing synchronization protocols have taken
advantage of bio-inspired models [12], [8]. Those protocols
have been inspired by the first biological experiments carried
out by Richmond, that developed mathematical models of
synchronization [13]. Mirollo and Strogatz used as reference
pulses from the study of coupled-oscillators in order to provide
an analysis of synchronization between fireflies and develop a
model [5]. Werner et al. present an algorithm for synchronous
wireless sensor networks, called the reach-back firefly algo-
rithm (RFA) [8]. The RFA is an algorithm implemented for
TinyOS synchronicity. It is based on Mirollo and Strogatz
model and on a mathematical model that describes how neu-
rons spontaneously synchronize. The RFA considers realistic
effects in the communications networks of sensors.

III. BACKGROUND

Considering the characteristics required for CRAHNs solu-
tions, such as decentralization, flexibility and node autonomy,
the proposed protocol has as reference the synchronization
model inspired on fireflies developed by Mirollo and Stro-
gatz [5]. The reference model was built based on obser-
vations of spontaneous synchronization phenomena derived
to a theoretical framework using pulse-coupled oscillators
for the synchronicity convergence. In the model, a node is
characterized as an oscillator that establishes a fixed period T .
Each node has an internal timer t, which controls the oscillator
period. The values for t vary from 0 up to a threshold T .
When t = T , the node resets its timer t to 0 and emits a
pulse, simulating fireflies flashing. Observing the pulses of
others, a given node adjusts its own timer slightly. Through
this process, it is possible that the nodes are aligned, achieving
synchronicity. In the initial state, the timers of the nodes are
not synchronized because they can start the synchronization
procedure at different moments. Hence, when a node A pulses,
a node B responds to this stimulus, slightly increasing its timer
t. The amount of adjustment of t is determined by the function
f(t), the pulse function, and a parameter ε (constant value less
than 1). Assuming that node B observes the pulse of a neighbor
node at time t = t′, then the node sets its timer B at t = t′′,
being t′′ given by Eq. 1. When t′′ is greater than the threshold
T , the node B restarts its timer t = 0 and pulses immediately.

t′′ = f−1(f(t′) + ε). (1)

IV. BIO-INSPIRED SYNCHRONIZATION PROTOCOL
(BSYNC)

The next subsections describe the modeling assumptions,
the protocol, and its procedures.

A. Network Model

We assume a cognitive radio ad hoc network, with no
support infrastructure and fully decentralized. CRAHNs com-
prise SUs, CR nodes, consisting in portable devices or not,
communicating among themselves in a multi-hop fashion by
cognitive radio (CR) technology. These nodes can discover
other CR nodes nearby and can opportunistically use idle
wireless channels of the radiofrequency spectrum. Each CR
node in the network is identified by Xi, being i a natural
number in the set {i|i ∈ N0, i < N} and N the total number
of nodes in the network. CR nodes implement algorithms
and protocols to manage, share and sense the spectrum,
trying to discover opportunities to use. Different protocols for
spectrum sensing, sharing, mobility and decision exist in the
literature [14]. However, BSynC is stand-alone and requires no
specific protocol to control the steps of the cognitive cycle.

The network employs a MAC layer protocol able to negoti-
ate and elect a channel to support successful peers communi-
cation. BSynC can work with any MAC layer protocol, but it is
suitable for protocols that use periodic beaconing and, hence,
synchronization information can piggyback beacon messages.
The MAC protocol can also solve beacon collisions using
messages of Request to Send and Clear to Send (RTS/CTS).
In [2], authors survey MAC protocols for CR networks. Each
node Xi has a SU receiver (dedicated) listening to a Common
Control Channel (CCC), and one or more transceivers. The
CCC is a dedicated channel on which a CR node can (i)
discover each other and establish a first contact, (ii) coordinate
the spectrum access, and (iii) identify opportunities from
the spectrum [15]. The CCC is predefined. Each CR node
in a CRAHN can also perform the following roles for the
synchronization system:

• Master Node (MN): equipped with any device that
provides the Universal Coordinated Time, e.g., a global
position system (GPS), a receiver of digital TV signals
and others. These nodes own the time reference to
reach an time equilibrium wide network. Other nodes in
CRAHN adjust their time in relation to a master node or
a reference ordinary node. The network must possess a
very few amount of MN nodes, since they yield a compu-
tational and financial cost. A MN is identified as any other
CR node in the network, however to differentiate them
from other nodes, we use the symbol ’*’ in this paper.
Then, X∗i means a given master node in the network
identified by Xi.

• Ordinary Node (ON): a node aiming to get synchro-
nized, being the synchronization procedure performed
directly with a master node or with a reference ordinary
node. This type of node can be elected as a reference
node for other ordinary nodes, as explained in the next
subsection. In this case, they will be called reference
ordinary nodes.

• Reference Ordinary Node (ONref): is an ordinary
node selected by another to compare the values of their
time and perform together the synchronization procedures



explained in the next subsections. The main difference
between a master node and a reference ordinary node
lies in the source of their time. The time on the reference
ordinary node results from the peer synchronization pro-
cedure between this node and another, or between this
node and a MN, whereas the time on a MN is provided
by a global time provider device.

• Neighbor node (NN): are CR nodes within a radio cov-
erage of another CR node, considering that those nodes
are using the same channel negotiated to synchronization.
Each Xi owns a set of neighbors Ai. We also use the
symbol ’*’ to differentiate the set of neighbors of a MN.
Then, A∗i means a set of neighbors of a master node X∗i .

B. Pseudo Codes for BSynC
In a nutshell, the time synchronization in BSynC consists of

two procedures, Request to Synchronization Procedure (RSP)
and Time Adjustment Procedure (TAP), which are periodically
performed, being the interval defined by T . In RSP, MNs
initialize independently the synchronization process by broad-
casting two types of messages to all their neighbor nodes.
The first message contains the list of its free channels, and
the second message contains a MAC layer timestamp and the
MNs’ identifiers. In the TAP, upon receiving these messages,
each node Xi in the neighbor set of MNs will establish the
MN as its ONref. Then, Xi will perform a comparison between
the two times (its time and the MN time) and, then, decrease
or increase the value of its time. This procedure is repeated
until all N nodes calibrate their times. Each synchronized node
will act as a possible ONref to other nodes in its neighbor set.
Thus, after a certain number of diffusion, each node will have
reached an equilibrium time.

C. Procedure I: Request for Synchronization
In this first procedure, represented in Algorithm 1, MNs

initialize the synchronization process, employing two types
of messages: Channels Beacon (CB) and Synchronization
Message (SM). A X∗i has a timer t initialized in 0, once it
reaches a certain value T , the X∗i broadcasts a CB message
by the CCC to nodes in A∗i (l. 4) and t will return to 0.
The CB contains its free channel list. All nodes that receive
this beacon will use these free channel lists to negotiate a
channel for synchronization. A channel will be negotiated by
an exchange of messages (l. 5). After agreeing on a channel
for synchronization, both X∗i and Xj tune to this channel
(l. 6), and X∗i sends a SM containing both its identifier and a
timestamp (l. 7). All nodes in A∗i receiving this message will
establish the X∗i as their ONref (l. 10). Next, Xj performs
the TAP synchronization process as explained in IV-D (l. 11).
After these steps, the node Xj broadcasts a similar CB to
nodes in Aj (l. 12), which set Xj as their ONref. This
procedure continues until all nodes in the network set their
reference nodes and perform the TAP procedure.

D. Procedure II: Time Adjustment
TAP, represented in Algorithm 2, starts when a node Xj

receives a SM from a Xi. In that message, Xj gets the

Algorithm 1 - Defining steps of RSP
1: procedure RequestForSynchronization
2: Do the following with some given frequency T
3: for each MN in the network do
4: Broadcast CB message to nodes in A∗i
5: Negotiate a channel with nodes in A∗i
6: Tune to agreed channel
7: Send a SM message to nodes in A∗i
8: end for
9: for each MN’s neighbor Xj do . Upon receiving a SM message

10: Set X∗i as its ONref
11: Realize TAP procedure between X∗i and Xj

12: Broadcast similar CB message to nodes in Aj

13: end for

14: end procedure

timestamp of the Xi, t′i (l. 4) and compares to its own time, t′j
(l. 5). If t′j is greater than the Xi’s time, t′i, then Xj decreases
the value of its time (l. 7). If its time is less than the Xi’s
time, Xj increases its time value (l. 9). The adjustment value
is defined by the function presented in Eq. 1. In this case,
the constant ε in Eq. 1 characterizes all delays yielded by
message propagations and channel handoffs in CRAHNs. This
procedure will be executed by each pair of nodes needing to
get synchronized.

Algorithm 2 - Defining steps of TAP
1: procedure TimeAdjustment
2: Do the following upon Xj receives a SM message from Xi

3: for each Xj ∈ Ai, to adjust its local timer do
4: Receive time t′i from Xi

5: Compute time difference between t′j and t′i
6: if t′j >t′i time then
7: Decrement t′j time by Eq. 1
8: else
9: Increment t′j time by Eq. 1

10: end if
11: end for

12: end procedure

These two procedures will be carried out throughout the
network until all N nodes perform the time adjustment pro-
cedure. Thus, after a certain number of diffusion rounds, each
Xi reaches an equilibrium time, synchronizing the network. In
order to handle failures or outputs of the network, BSynC sets
timeouts. Due to node mobility, if Xi (chosen as a ONref of a
given node Xj) fails or leaves the network, the node Xj waits
a timeout. If the timeout expires, Xi will be eliminated as the
ONref for Xj , and this elects a new reference node, that will
be the next node who received the CB message. When a new
node arrives at the network, it sends requests to neighbor nodes
and performs the synchronization process mentioned above.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The BSynC protocol is evaluated using simulations and
its performance was observed and analyzed. The protocol is
compared to the TPSN protocol [9], that provides a reference
for several other synchronization protocols in the literature, as
well as for the CR-Sync [4], the only protocol synchronization
for cognitive radio networks in the literature.



A. Description of the Simulation Environment

Both BSynC and TPSN protocols were implemented in
the Network Simulator NS-2.31. For the cognitive radio
simulation, the CRAHNs module was applied in other to
provide cognitive radio characteristics [16]. Each node is
equipped with three interfaces IEEE 802.11a (with cognitive
radio capabilities in the case of CR nodes), which are (i) a
control interface, used to transmit control packets in CCC and
broadcast messages to the neighbors, (ii) a receiving interface,
used for sensing the channels of spectrum; and (iii) an interface
switchable that allows make the switch to channel (handoff).
This approach applied to define the role of each interface,
following the model presented in [17]. The number of channels
simulated is 10, a fixed value for all simulations. The primary
users transmit data by preset channels, being their use defined
by a Bernoulli distribution. The presence of a primary user on
the channel forces CR nodes to switch.

A number from 20 to 140 CR nodes are randomly dis-
tributed in a rectangular region of 1000m x 1000 m. Each
scenario has a different simulation time from 400s to 1500s.
The exact time of each simulation is determined by the
synchronization convergence of the network. Each plotted
point presents a confidence interval of 95%. The values of
the other simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS VALUES

Channel Type WirelessChannel
Radio propagation model TwoRayGround
Node mobility model Random waypoint
Type the MAC layer IEEE 802.11
Network interface WirelessPhy
Length of the receiving line 500
Antenna model OmniAntenna
Routing protocol AODV
Number of secondary users 20,40,60,80,100,120,140
Number of primary users 2
Number of Channels 10
Constant ε in Eq. 1 0.5
Constant T 1seg

The following metrics are used to evaluate BSynC protocol
performance:
• Overhead on the network: the traffic is (in units of

control messages) produced due to the synchronization
mechanism in proportion to the total data traffic.

• Convergence time: the amount of time it takes for all
nodes get synchronized, i.e. reaching the equilibrium
time in the network. This is one of the key performance
indicators for synchronization protocols.

The network size plays an important role. In theory, a larger
network converges more slowly than a small network. Thus,
in order to compare the performance of both protocols, we
vary the network size from 20 to 140, with an increment of 20
nodes in each scenario. In order to have a proportional network
density due to the increasing number of nodes, the grid size is
varied accordingly. Another factor evaluated was the influence
of the level of node mobility. In the used mobility model (see

Table I), each node is positioned randomly in the grid and
moves with a random velocity (maximum speed of 10 m/s).
To change the levels of node mobility, the delay between the
places of destination is varied from 0 to 10 seconds. A shorter
pause time means greater mobility.

B. Key Results

In this subsection, simulation results are presented consid-
ering scenarios with static nodes and scenarios with mobile
nodes. Results for each one of the metrics are observed for
these two kinds of scenarios, varying the network size in terms
of number of nodes, and mobility in terms of the pause time.

Fig. 1a shows the convergence time (total time that gets to
synchronize the wide network) under different network sizes.
We can observe that BSynC presents a shorter convergence
time than TPSN. A cause to this lies in the fact that TPSN
creates a tree structure before performing synchronization, and
for large network, it gets more time to synchronize leaf nodes,
i.e. that nodes at the last level of this structure. BSynC seems
to be more flexible and facilitates insertion of a new node,
since nodes need to synchronize only with neighbor nodes.

Fig. 2a shows results for the overhead generated for both
protocols under the variation of the network size (the number
of nodes). The overhead generated by BSynC is slightly larger
than TPSN for all analyzed network size. This behavior is due
to the use of a dedicated CCC to exchange messages. Despite
the convergence time of BSynC be smaller than TPSN, BSynC
looses control data. While Fig. 1a and 2a show the results
of convergence time and overhead for scenarios with static
nodes, Fig. 1b and 2b compare results considering scenarios
with 80 mobile nodes. Fig. 1b compares the protocols under
different levels of mobility. The lower is the value of the
pause (x-axis of Fig. 1b and 2b), the greater is the network
dynamism. It is observed by Fig. 1b that BSynC presents a
considerable improvement in convergence time over TPSN in
mobile scenarios. Further, the higher network dynamism, the
better is the convergence time resulting from BSynC. Fig. 2b
complements Fig. 1b comparing the overhead generated by the
protocols under variations in network mobility. The overhead
generated by BSynC is less than the overhead incurred by
TPSN in scenarios with mobility. It was also observed that
contrary what occurs with TPSN, the overhead generated
by BSynC remains practically constant with increasing the
level of network mobility. Fig. 1c and Fig. 2c show the
convergence time and overhead, respectively, under different
percentage of master nodes. Fig. 1c shows convergence time
for a network size of 20, 80 and 120 nodes with a 1%,
5% and 10% of MNs for each one. The convergence time
is smaller while the percentage of master nodes increase, as
expected. However, the overhead is affected, as is shown in
Fig. 2c. Based on the results, we observed that BSynC results
in lower convergence time compared to TPSN in both static
and mobile scenarios. We also verified that mobility on the
network assists BSynC, that in dynamic scenarios results better
synchronization time and less overhead when compared to
TPSN. These results show the flexibility and robustness of
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Fig. 1. Convergence time under variation of network size, mobility and % of MNs
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Fig. 2. Protocol overhead under variation of network size, mobility and % of MNs

the BSynC protocol under changes of network topology. These
changes may represent failures in node communications or just
temporary discontinuity of the communication. Dynamics on
topology may also represent channel changes by secondary
users. Comparing the results for the protocol overhead, we
observed that BSynC shows a slight increase in overhead
in relation to TPSN. This result is justified by the use of a
control common channel that can generate losses and delays
in synchronization messages due to constraints added by the
MAC protocol. However, based on mobile scenarios, the
overhead generated by BSynC remains practically constant.
Result that can be explained by the localized operation of
the protocol. The exchange of synchronization messages are
performed essentially between neighbors and BSynC does not
require the formation of a structure, as tree, which reduces the
amount of control messages supporting the protocol operation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented BSynC, a synchronization proto-
col for CRAHNs inspired by the spontaneous firefly synchro-
nization. Unlike the state-of-the-art in this area, BSynC follows
no defined structure and the synchronization between nodes is
symmetric. The performance of the novel protocol has been
evaluated through simulations and is compared to TPSN, and
is the basis for many existing synchronization protocols for
wireless ad hoc networks. Results showed that the convergence
time of BSynC is smaller than the convergence time of TPSN.
Further, our findings suggest that BSynC performs better than
TPSN in dynamic contexts, managing efficiently changes in
the network topology caused by spectrum handoffs, failures

and others. For future work, it is planned to eliminate the use
of the CCC, and employing another method of exchanging
messages to reduce the convergence time and overhead.
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